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BG:  I was unemployed in 1999 and didn’t have enough
to keep me busy…my wife suggested that I take up my
genealogy as a way to keep me out of her kitchen.  In
doing so I found not only long lost family members in
the US, but I found a possible cousin in Argentina who
I wasn’t able to absolutely prove was related…I couldn’t
find the paper trail…I was at a dead end in the road.
Fortunately I remembered articles on the Cohanim and
the Jefferson study, both using the male inherited Y
Chromosome and I reached out to the U of Arizona to
help me.  It turned out that they helped me right into
new job, and an industry, Genetic Genealogy, was born.

BG:  I’m afraid that the 1,000,000-test mark is quite a
ways away.  I don’t think the field is becoming less
popular, but the curious have already tested…now it’s
going to be a little more difficult since the early adaptors
have already tested--so the resistance level is going to be
a bit higher in the future.

BG:  The Houston lab is one of the most advanced labs
in the country.  From an automation standpoint we are
probably equal to the very best.  In many of our process-
es, we operate in a humanless environment, which
makes us faster and less prone to the types of errors tat
plague work where humans are involved.  One example
to this is the automated storage devise, which retrieves
our samples without human intervention.  This auto-
matic SHOULD allow us to turn around Deep Clade
tests in two weeks (providing the sample is already in
Houston).

BG:  We have been talking about ways to ‘bust’ through
the Y chromosome for a few years.  We are offering to
phylogenetically interesting people the opportunity to
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run 100kB in an attempt to find new SNP’s.  The results
range from none to three new SNP’s discovered in a
single sample.  We have accepted about 110 orders and
have completed about 20 of these so far (in July 2009).

 BG: We have been offering the sequencing of the full
mitochondrion molecule for about three years but in the
past year it has really taken off.  We have several hun-
dred in process now and have completed over 5200, plus
we regularly get requests from universities around the
world to run these since we have created a pipeline
especially designed to process large numbers of these in
a relatively short period of time.

BG:  FTDNA feels that it’s the customer’s responsibility
to upload his/her own data to Genbank, but we provide
the FASTA file and others have created somewhat easy
ways to do the uploading.  We think that about 600
FTDNA samples are in Genbank already.

BG:  More universities are having FTDNA do the FGS
for their studies, and in addition we have a policy of
asking our FGS clients if they want their results placed
into a repository that researchers can ‘tap,’ anonymous-
ly, to bulk up the FGS samples.  In addition we are quite
keen to help the semi-professional community with
recruitment for projects that are important but haven’t
reached the eyes of the academic community yet.  Just
because the academics aren’t interested, our clients’s
research should NOT suffer!

BG:  I think that anytime the academics will listen to
what is actually being found by the semi-professionals
that they have to reflect on just how active a customer

base we have.  The academics are few in number and
don’t have the resources that the general community
does, so it’s not really surprising that the semi-profes-
sionals are in some areas taking a commanding lead in
research and knowledge.  FTDNA is pleased to be part
of that effort, be it via the Walk The Y project or in our
focus on the FGS mitochondria profiling.

BG: Yes and Yes.

BG:  Since Family Tree DNA began this industry and
featured matching from our inception we have the oldest
database schema of any company in the business--trans-
lation:  converting to a new database structure that
incorporates all the items called for by Dr. Bulter isn’t
trival.  The adoption of the nomenclature is something
our IT folks are working on now, but we will incorpo-
rate micro-alleles at that time as well.  We have approx-
imately 170 pages on the site that will be affected by
these changes to  our system, not to mention the total
rewrite of FTDNATiP that will need to account for
microalleles.  Since most other testing companies don’t
offer these features their conversion is much more trivial.
Our IT staff is budgeting 11 weeks for two programmers
to complete this task; we have begun, but don’t antici-
pate its completion until toward the early part of 2010.

BG:  Glad you brought that up.  We will obtain an
entirely new refresh to the Y database for all samples
ever sent to us from Arizona and also from our local lab
in Houston so extra copies of various markers, microal-
lelles and standardized nomenclature will  become avail-
able all at one time.
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BG:  I just can’t answer this—it’s always problematic to
announce possible future product developments, both
for competitive reasons and the fact that the best laid
plans don’t always work out.

BG:  If the call is intended to stop people getting a  peek
at their DNA in the open way they can now, then I’m
completely against the regulation.  However, I have seen
many interpretation errors on the part of some

people/companies and that bothers me.  So, if the pur-
pose of the regulation is to stop those that don’t know
what they are talking about…then that is a good idea.
It is our belief is that it’s YOUR DNA and therefore it’s
YOUR right to know what it says, and the academics
who sit in their Ivory towers and dream of YOU not
seeing able to see what’s in your DNA need to go away.
I respect whatever they do in THEIR lives but, so to
speak, ‘stay out of my bedroom’!

BG:  If I were a cobbler I’d have lots of holes in my
shoes…the Greenspan project has not reflected the same
level of success as most of our clients’s projects.


